RAIZER® II

by Liftup

Raizer is a mobile lifting chair that helps people who have fallen on the floor to get up again in just a few minutes. Raizer can be operated by a single assistant and requires only limited physical effort beyond the help of a supportive hand. Raizer II is an updated version - new design and features - of the original Raizer.

www.raizer.com

EVEN MORE CLEANING FRIENDLY

- All surfaces of Raizer II are designed to be very easy to clean
- New surface makes it possible to disinfect Raizer II

EASY TO ASSEMBLE

- 4 identical legs and 2 identical back rests ensure correct assembly every time
- Intuitive sound and LED indicators for correct assembly
- Improved carry bag and trolley
NEW POSITION OF SEAT BELT

• Seat belt can be removed for washing
• Independently adjustable seat belt placement on the back rests ensures higher stability for the fallen person

REMOTE CONTROL AND EMERGENCY STOP

• The remote control has its storage position on Raizer II
• Emergency stop button is more intuitive
• Service reminder will indicate when Raizer II needs service
• Battery indicator

END STOP ENSURES RIGHT POSITION

• End stop ensures the correct position for use and for disassembly of Raizer II